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How the World Changed Social Media is the first book in Why We Post, a book
series that investigates the findings of anthropologists who each spent 15 months
living in communities across the world. This book offers a comparative analysis
summarising the results of the research and explores the impact of social media
on politics and gender, education and commerce. What is the result of the
increased emphasis on visual communication? Are we becoming more individual
or more social? Why is public social media so conservative? Why does equality
online fail to shift inequality offline? How did memes become the moral police of
the internet? Supported by an introduction to the project’s academic framework
and theoretical terms that help to account for the findings, the book argues that
the only way to appreciate and understand something as intimate and ubiquitous
as social media is to be immersed in the lives of the people who post. Only then
can we discover how people all around the world have already transformed social
media in such unexpected ways and assess the consequences
Meaningful or meaningless? Purposeful or pointless? When we look at nature,
whether at our living earth or into deepest space, what do we find? In stark
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contrast to contemporary claims that the world is meaningless, Benjamin Wiker
and Jonathan Witt reveal a cosmos charged with both meaning and purpose.
Their journey begins with Shakespeare and ranges through Euclid's geometry,
the fine-tuning of the laws of physics, the periodic table of the elements, the
artistry of ordinary substances like carbon and water, the intricacy of biological
organisms, and the irreducible drama of scientific exploration itself. Along the
way, Wiker and Witt fashion a robust argument from evidence in nature, one that
rests neither on religious presuppositions nor on a simplistic view of nature as the
best of all possible worlds. In their exploration of the cosmos, Wiker and Witt find
all the challenges and surprises, all of the mystery and elegance one expects
from a work of genius.
David Harvey is one of most famous Marxist intellectuals in the past half century,
as well as one of the world's most cited social scientists. Beginning in the early
1970s with his trenchant and still-relevant book Social Justice and the City and
through this day, Harvey has written numerous books and dozens of influential
essays and articles on topics across issues in politics, culture, economics, and
social justice. In The Ways of the World, Harvey has gathered his most important
essays from the past four decades. They form a career-spanning collection that
tracks not only the development of Harvey over time as an intellectual, but also a
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dialectical vision that gradually expanded its reach from the slums of Baltimore to
global environmental degradation to the American imperium. While Harvey's
coverage is wide-ranging, all of the pieces tackle the core concerns that have
always animated his work: capitalism past and present, social change, freedom,
class, imperialism, the city, nature, social justice, postmodernity, globalization,
and the crises that inhere in capitalism. A career-defining volume, The Ways of
the World will stand as a comprehensive work that presents the trajectory of
Harvey's lifelong project in full.
Comparisons, Connections, & Change-contexts for the particulars Ways of the
World is the textbook preferred by AP World History teachers and students
across North America. Like the AP course it supports, Ways of the World focuses
on significant historical trends, themes, and developments in world history.
Author Robert W. Strayer provides a thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps
students see the big picture. Each chapter then culminates with collections of
primary sources (written and visual) organized around a particular theme, issue,
or question, thus allowing students to consider the evidence the way historians
do. The second edition includes a wealth of supporting resources and
supplements for the AP course, including an AP Skills Primer and AP Chapter
Wrap-Ups, and rolls out Bedford/St. Martin's new digital history tools, including
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LearningCurve, an adaptive quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student
satisfaction rate, and LaunchPad, the all new interactive e-book and course
space that puts high quality easy-to-use assessment at your fingertips. Featuring
video, additional primary sources, a wealth of adaptive and summative quizzing,
and more, LaunchPad cements student understanding of the text while helping
them make progress toward learning outcomes. It's the best content joined up
with the best technology.
A guide to understanding the inner workings and outer limits of technology and
why we should never assume that computers always get it right. In Artificial
Unintelligence, Meredith Broussard argues that our collective enthusiasm for
applying computer technology to every aspect of life has resulted in a
tremendous amount of poorly designed systems. We are so eager to do
everything digitally—hiring, driving, paying bills, even choosing romantic
partners—that we have stopped demanding that our technology actually work.
Broussard, a software developer and journalist, reminds us that there are
fundamental limits to what we can (and should) do with technology. With this
book, she offers a guide to understanding the inner workings and outer limits of
technology—and issues a warning that we should never assume that computers
always get things right. Making a case against technochauvinism—the belief that
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technology is always the solution—Broussard argues that it's just not true that
social problems would inevitably retreat before a digitally enabled Utopia. To
prove her point, she undertakes a series of adventures in computer
programming. She goes for an alarming ride in a driverless car, concluding “the
cyborg future is not coming any time soon”; uses artificial intelligence to
investigate why students can't pass standardized tests; deploys machine learning
to predict which passengers survived the Titanic disaster; and attempts to repair
the U.S. campaign finance system by building AI software. If we understand the
limits of what we can do with technology, Broussard tells us, we can make better
choices about what we should do with it to make the world better for everyone.
Ways of the World explores cosmopolitanism as it emerged during the
Restoration and the role theater played in both memorializing and satirizing its
implications and consequences. Rooted in the Stuart ambition to raise the status
of England through two crucial investments—global traffic, including the slave
trade, and cultural sophistication—this intensified global orientation led to the
creation of global mercantile networks and to the rise of an urban British elite who
drank Ethiopian coffee out of Asian porcelain at Ottoman-inspired coffeehouses.
Restoration drama exposed cosmopolitanism's most embarrassing and troubling
aspects, with such writers as Joseph Addison, Aphra Behn, John Dryden, and
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William Wycherley dramatizing the emotional and ethical dilemmas that imperial
and commercial expansion brought to light. Altering standard narratives about
Restoration drama, Laura J. Rosenthal shows how the reinvention of theater in
this period—including technical innovations and the introduction of female
performers—helped make possible performances that held the actions of the
nation up for scrutiny, simultaneously indulging and ridiculing the violence and
exploitation being perpetuated. In doing so, Ways of the World reveals an
otherwise elusive consistency between Restoration genres (comedy, tragedy,
heroic plays, and tragicomedy), disrupts conventional understandings of the rise
and reception of early capitalism, and offers a fresh perspective on theatrical
culture in the context of the shifting political realities of seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century Britain.
"A staggering marvel."—The New York Times “The World Gives Way has a
sweeping world rich in lore and an electric plot, both of which make for ideal
summer reading.”—Brandon Taylor, Booker Prize-nominated author of Real Life
ONE OF LITHUB'S MOST ANTICIPATED TITLES OF 2021 In a near-future
world on the brink of collapse, a young woman born into servitude must seize her
own freedom in this glittering debut with a brilliant twist. In fifty years, Myrra will
be free. Until then, she's a contract worker. Ever since she was five, her life and
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labor have belonged to the highest bidder on her contract—butchers, laundries,
and now the powerful, secretive Carlyles. But when one night finds the Carlyles
dead, Myrra is suddenly free a lot sooner than she anticipated—and at a cost she
never could have imagined. Burdened with the Carlyles' orphaned daughter and
the terrible secret they died to escape, she runs. With time running out, Myrra
must come face to face with the truth about her world—and embrace what's left
before it's too late. A sweeping novel with a darkly glimmering heart, The World
Gives Way is an unforgettable portrait of a world in freefall, and the fierce drive to
live even at the end of it all.
This hands-on book gives children the what, the how and the why to understanding the
biggest challenges in the world --- one child, and one action, at a time!This interactive
activity book shows children that they can help to make the world a better place.
Divided into three sections --- people, community and planet --- each chapter is devoted
to one of 12 specific challenges the world faces, from extreme poverty and universal
education, to jobs and diversity, to clean energy and environmental conservation.
Based on the "learn, think, act" teaching framework, it provides background information,
fun activities and ideas for how to help solve each challenge. The goal is to pique
children's curiosity about the world's challenges, engage their sense of responsibility,
and empower them to do something --- a perfect recipe for creating engaged global
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citizens!With over 100 puzzles, games, craft activities, experiments and tips, authors
and activists Karen Ng and Kirsten Liepmann seek to invite and encourage children to
make a difference in their communities and the world. Throughout the book, children
are introduced to keywords, concepts and basic information, broken down into
manageable pieces and explored from a child's point of view. Covering science and
social studies, this book provides a perfect jumping-off point for conversations about the
environment, citizenship, local and global communities, economics, social justice and
community involvement. Packed with curriculum-compliant activities, it could easily be
tied directly to a classroom unit, with the class doing the activities together or as
assignments on their own.
The ideal textbook for the AP® World History classroom, Ways of the World focuses on
significant historical trends, themes, and developments in world history, while building
AP® skills. Authors Robert Strayer and Eric Nelson provide a thoughtful and insightful
commentary that helps students see the big picture, while modeling historical thinking.
This edition is even more focused on the needs of AP® students, with AP® Skills
Workshops, a DBQ-aligned Working with Evidence feature, and more opportunities to
hone AP® skills and practice for the exam.
This is the first comprehensive history of the world's roads, highways, bridges, and the
people and vehicles that traverse them, from prehistoric times to the present.
Encyclopedic in its scope, fascinating in its details, Ways of the World is a unique work
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for reference and browsing. Maxwell Lay considers the myriad aspects of roads and
their users: the earliest pathways, the rise of wheeled vehicles and animals to pull
them, the development of surfaced roads, the motives for road and bridge building, and
the rise of cars and their influence on roads, cities, and society. The work is amply
illustrated, well indexed and cross-referenced, and includes a chronology of road
history and a full bibliography. It is indispensable for anyone interested in travel, history,
geography, transportation, cars, or the history of technology.
Ways of the World has quickly become one of the most widely adopted new world
history textbooks and offers a genuine alternative for your world history survey.
Designed as a brief text, Ways of the World focuses on the big picture of significant
historical trends, themes, and developments. Author Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the
world history movement with years of classroom experience, provides a thoughtful and
insightful synthesis. The brief narrative allows you to supplement with your own
readings and course materials and provides an affordable option for your students.
Ways of the World is now integrated with LearningCurve, online adaptive quizzing that
reinforces students' reading. Available in combined and split volumes and in a variety of
electronic formats. Also available in a docutext edition with sources.
By 2050, we will have ten billion mouths to feed in a world profoundly altered by
environmental change. How will we meet this challenge? In How to Feed the World, a
diverse group of experts from Purdue University break down this crucial question by
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tackling big issues one-by-one. Covering population, water, land, climate change,
technology, food systems, trade, food waste and loss, health, social buy-in,
communication, and equal access to food, the book reveals a complex web of
challenges. Contributors unite from different perspectives and disciplines, ranging from
agronomy and hydrology to economics. The resulting collection is an accessible but
wide-ranging look at the modern food system.
Lenny, sixteen, struggles to cope with her father's cancer, her best friend moving
across the country, and more but in a sea of uncertainty, dreams of romance may
become her anchor.
“An eccentric, fascinating exposé of a world most of us know nothing about.” —The
New York Times Book Review "An insightful, entertaining, brainiac sports road trip."
—The Wall Street Journal "Foer’s skills as a narrator are enviable. His
characterizations… are comparable to those in Norman Mailer's journalism." —The
Boston Globe A groundbreaking work—named one of the five most influential sports
books of the decade by Sports Illustrated—How Soccer Explains the World is a unique
and brilliantly illuminating look at soccer, the world’s most popular sport, as a lens
through which to view the pressing issues of our age, from the clash of civilizations to
the global economy.
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and innovative textbooks for world
history. The brief-by-design narrative is truly global and focuses on significant historical
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trends, themes, and developments in world history. Authors Robert W. Strayer, a
pioneer in the world history movement with years of classroom experience, along with
new co-author Eric W. Nelson, a popular and skilled teacher, provide a thoughtful and
insightful synthesis that helps students see the big picture while teaching students to
consider the evidence the way historians do.
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and innovative textbooks for world
history. This 2-in-1 textbook and reader includes a brief-by-design narrative that
focuses on significant historical developments and broad themes in world history. With
keen consideration of the needs of their student audience, authors Robert W. Strayer
and Eric W. Nelson provide an insightful, big picture synthesis that helps students
discern what matters most in world history--patterns and variations on both global and
regional levels and continuity and change over time. With the same personal touch, the
authors guide students to consider primary and secondary source evidence the way
historians do. Available for free when packaged with the print book, the popular digital
assignment options for this text bring skill building and assessment to a highly effective
level. The active learning options come in LaunchPad, which combines an accessible ebook with LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically graded learning tool
that--when assigned--helps ensure students read the book; the complete companion
reader with Thinking through Sources digital exercises that help students build
arguments from those sources; and many other study and assessment tools. For
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instructors who want the easiest and most affordable way to ensure students come to
class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and
our mobile, accessible Value Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use product.
The reigning consensus holds that the combination of free markets and democracy
would transform the third world and sweep away the ethnic hatred and religious
zealotry associated with underdevelopment. In this revelatory investigation of the true
impact of globalization, Yale Law School professor Amy Chua explains why many
developing countries are in fact consumed by ethnic violence after adopting free market
democracy. Chua shows how in non-Western countries around the globe, free markets
have concentrated starkly disproportionate wealth in the hands of a resented ethnic
minority. These “market-dominant minorities” – Chinese in Southeast Asia, Croatians
in the former Yugoslavia, whites in Latin America and South Africa, Indians in East
Africa, Lebanese in West Africa, Jews in post-communist Russia – become objects of
violent hatred. At the same time, democracy empowers the impoverished majority,
unleashing ethnic demagoguery, confiscation, and sometimes genocidal revenge. She
also argues that the United States has become the world’s most visible marketdominant minority, a fact that helps explain the rising tide of anti-Americanism around
the world. Chua is a friend of globalization, but she urges us to find ways to spread its
benefits and curb its most destructive aspects.
This book is about hope and a call to action to make the world the kind of place we
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want to live in. Our hope is to provoke conversation, and gently challenge possibly longheld views, beliefs, and ideologies about the way the world works and the people in that
world. Written by eminent researchers and experienced practitioners, the book explores
the principles that underpin living well, and gives examples of how this can be achieved
not just in our own lives, but across communities and the planet we share. Chapters
cover the stages of life from childhood to ageing, the foundations of everyday
flourishing, including health and relationships, and finally wellbeing in the wider world,
addressing issues such as economics, politics and the environment. Based in the
scientific evidence of what works and supported by illustrations of good practice, this
book is both ambitious and aspirational. The book is designed for a wide audience –
anyone seeking to create positive change in the world, their institutions or communities.
The murder of a British diplomat in post-WWI Paris leads to “a rip-roaring adventure” in
this historical spy thriller by the Edgar Award–winning author (Marilyn Stasio, The New
York Times Book Review). In the spring of 1919, Paris is filled with delegates from
around the world who are trying to hammer out the terms of peace after World War I.
British diplomat Sir Henry Maxted is in charge of liaising with the Brazilians regarding
seized ships. But before a deal is reached, Sir Henry turns up dead outside a
Montparnasse apartment building, apparently having fallen from the roof. When his
sons Max and Ashley arrive in Paris to collect the body, they suspect their father’s
death was no mere accident. But since the murder of a diplomat could be disastrous for
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the peace conference, no one is keen to ask questions—except Max. What begins as an
innocent inquiry into his father’s death soon leads Max, a Royal Flying Corps veteran,
into a dangerous world of secret allegiances, international espionage, and doublecrossing at the highest levels of government. How far is he willing to go to discover the
truth about the death of a father he barely knew? And how much will the
authorities—and others—let him find out before threatening his own life? The first novel in
Robert Goddard’s James Maxted Thrillers, The Ways of the World takes readers deep
into the shadows of postwar Paris. “Robert Goddard is the master of complex, tricky
thrillers that dazzle with surprises . . . Another stellar performance.” —The Sydney
Morning Herald
The Way of the WorldA Story of Truth and Hope in an Age of ExtremismSimon and
Schuster
Detroit, Michigan - 1842 After the devastating trauma she suffered in Olivia, Mourning
and finally knowing the reality with which she must contend, Olivia strives to rebuild
herself – emotionally, socially, and financially. She starts a new life in Detroit, the young
and exciting city on a river where she has come to feel at home. New friends help the
healing process, while she continues her search for the two people she loves, who
have disappeared from her life. She finds the greatest solace in helping fugitive slaves
escape over the river to Canada. She believes, as one of her new friends says, “In this
time and place it is the most worthy thing a person can do.” Olivia remains a compelling
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protagonist on a journey to find a way to do the right thing in a world in which so much
is wrong.
We live in a world positively teeming with threats and apocalyptic scenarios. Many of
them are familiar: terrorism, deadly viruses, global warming and war, but many others
most of us can't even imagine: self-replicating nanobots that can devour an entire
planet, high-energy experiments that threaten to suck the Earth into a mini black hole,
and even super-sophisticated scientific contraptions that can put an end to the entire
universe.
'His vision, ideas and passion shine through on every page' Ed Balls 'Compelling,
challenging, inspiring and very timely' Piers Morgan 'Immensely powerful and
persuasive...I found it exhilarating throughout' Joanna Lumley When the Covid-19
pandemic swept across the globe in 2020, it created an unprecedented impact, greater
than the aftermath of 9/11 or the global financial crisis. But out of such disruption can
come a new way of thinking, and in this superb new book former UK prime minister
Gordon Brown offers his solutions to the challenges we face in 2021 and beyond. In the
book, he states that there are seven major global problems we must address: global
health; climate change and environmental damage; nuclear proliferation; global
financial instability; the humanitarian crisis and global poverty; the barriers to education
and opportunity; and global inequality and its biggest manifestation, global tax havens.
Each one presents an immense challenge that requires an urgent global response and
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solution. All should be on the world’s agenda today. None can be solved by one nation
acting on its own, but all can be addressed if we work together as a global community.
However, Brown remains optimistic that, despite the many obstacles in our way, we will
find a path to regeneration via a new era of global order. Yes, there is a crisis of
globalisation, but we are beginning to see the means by which it might be resolved.
Crises create opportunities and having two at once shouldn’t just focus the mind, it
might even be seen as giving greater grounds for hope. In Seven Ways to Change the
World, Brown provides an authoritative and inspirational pathway to a better future that
is essential reading for policy makers and concerned citizens alike.
Outlines a provocative approach to diplomacy that addresses the needs of today's
globalized world, covering issues ranging from economic imbalance and environmental
stress with recommendations for specific actions to unify the resources of governments,
corporations and civic groups.
It's only a matter of time before a cosmic disaster spells the end of the Earth. But how
concerned should we about about any of these catastrophic scenarios? And if they do
post a danger, can anything be done to stop them?
The White Seed Brings Life to Worlds Three thousand years ago, the seeds arrived
from Earth on hundreds of worlds. The developed worlds formed the Network,
connected only by radio and laser. Since the time of the seeds, nothing but information
has traveled between the stars. Now a starship, The Child of Ambition, is changing that.
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Her first mission: to explore the dark worlds, the ones that failed. Kali Hakoian, pilotastronaut and war hero, thought landing on the super-Earth of Keto would be routine.
The emptiest seed world—its global ocean matted with algae and crawling with
hurricanes—hides the oldest human ruins. Her crew of scientists: a dreamer, a believer,
and a retired assassin. Their hypothesis—self-termination of the seed base. But when an
act of sabotage strands her in the path of a superstorm, she’s forced to escape with
the man she trusts the least. They may never find out what happened to the
settlers—unless it happens to them. Can she trust her crew enough to find a way out of
the darkness?
The source for world history - narrative and primary sources in one book Ways of the
World is one of the most successful and innovative new textbooks for world history in
recent years. This 2-in-1 textbook and reader includes a brief-by-design narrative that is
truly global and focuses on significant historical trends, themes, and developments in
world history. Author Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world history movement with
years of classroom experience, provides a thoughtful and insightful synthesis that helps
students see the big picture. Following each chapter's narrative are collections of
primary written and visual sources organized around a particular theme, issue, or
question so that students can consider the evidence the way historians do. The second
edition rolls out Bedford/St. Martin's new digital history tools, including LearningCurve,
an adaptive quizzing engine that garners over a 90% student satisfaction rate, and
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LaunchPad, the all new interactive e-book and course space that puts high quality easyto-use assessment at your fingertips. Easy to integrate into your campus LMS, and
featuring video, additional primary sources, a wealth of adaptive and summative
quizzing, and more, LaunchPad cements student understanding of the text while
helping them make progress toward learning outcomes. It's the best content joined up
with the best technology. Also available in number of affordable print and digital
editions, including an edition without sources.
From Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and bestselling author Ron Suskind comes a
startling look at how America and the West lost their way, and at the struggles of their
respective governments to reclaim the moral authority on which their survival depends.
From the White House to Downing Street, and from the fault-line countries of South
Asia tothe sands of Guantanamo, Suskind offers an astonishing story that connects
world leaders to the forces waging today's shadow wars and to the next generation of
global citizens. Tracking down truth and hope, Suskind delivers historic disclosures with
this emotionally stirring and strikingly original portrait of the post 9-11 world.
"Most self-help books are trite. They don't tell you anything you don't already know, and
if you could follow their advice, you wouldn't need to read the book in the first place.
This book, however, is radically different. It assumes that you are a normal happy
person and want to experience the misery that so many others complain about. It gives
some great advice on how to bring yourself to hell on earth, -- and bring all of your
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family, friends, and co-workers right along with you! Best of all, you can do all this while
rolling on the floor with laughter. Give this book to anyone whose cheerful mood annoys
you when you are down in the dumps. I totally recommend this book for anyone even
slightly Unhappy or those who love them !!" "I totally recommend this book for anyone
even slightly Unhappy or those who love them !! It's fabulous. We had a great time, saw
ourselves and others in the pages and since, unfortunately, this whole family is part of
the 20% of happy people in a miserable world, the laughs were frequent and heartfelt."
"I've read through bunches of self-help books. Of all of them, I think "Born to Win" and
this book are the only two that will persist on my shelves." "The book is a delightful take
hon the American way. Written with insight and humor, the author takes you into misery
as a way of life and offers clever ways of maintaining your miserable status. I read it in
one evening and thoroughly enjoyed the wacky humor and uncanny knowledge of how
we make ourselves sick with unnecessary worry and self doubt. Read it with a sense of
humor and you can't help but love it the way I did." "This is a great book to have on your
living room coffee table or bedside, so that you can pick it up often, open to any page,
and laugh at how ludicrous we can be on a regular basis. I have taught social dance
classes for over 20 years, and my goal is to provide an arena in which people have the
freedom to laugh at themselves while learning about something new. Gil's book
provides me and others with that freedom. I highly recommend it!" "This is a good book
when one feels down and needs an uplift. It allows one to realize not to take life so
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seriously. Very enjoyable reading."
The bizarre bestseller by the man who talks to time travelers, faith healers, Venusians,
spiritualists and other denizens of THE WAY OUT WORLD EXTRA-SENSORY
PERCEPTION...UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS...VISITS TO OTHER
PLANETS...EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
VISITORS...HEALERS...REINCARNATION...SPIRITUALISM, MEDIUMS &
MYSTICS...STRANGE CREATURES OF THE EARTH...TIME TRAVEL...UNUSUAL
INVENTIONS For six years, “Long John Nebel” has been interviewing his “way out
worlders” on his free-swinging radio and TV show. For instance you’ll meet Orfeo
Angelucci, who followed a red glow that turned into two green balls with a voice coming
from them, and his experiences with five-inch blondes. There’s Otis T. Carr, who will
build you an “OTC-XI Circular Foil Spacecraft” for a mere twenty million dollars. You’ll
be introduced to magician Dr. William Neff who faded away to invisibility on the
Paramount Theatre stage and insisted he didn’t even know it happened! This
provocative, fascinating book is the result of “Long John’s” 10,000 hours of
interviewing people.
Understand where we came from. Whether you're an avid student of the Bible or a
skeptic of its relevance, The Book That Made Your World will transform your perception
of its influence on virtually every facet of Western civilization. Indian philosopher Vishal
Mangalwadi reveals the personal motivation that fueled his own study of the Bible and
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systematically illustrates how its precepts became the framework for societal structure
throughout the last millennium. From politics and science, to academia and technology,
the Bible's sacred copy became the key that unlocked the Western mind. Through
Mangalwadi's wide-ranging and fascinating investigation, you'll discover: What triggered
the West's passion for scientific, medical, and technological advancement How the
biblical notion of human dignity informs the West's social structure and how it intersects
with other worldviews How the Bible created a fertile ground for women to find social
and economic empowerment How the Bible has uniquely equipped the West to
cultivate compassion, human rights, prosperity, and strong families The role of the Bible
in the transformation of education How the modern literary notion of a hero has been
shaped by the Bible's archetypal protagonist Journey with Mangalwadi as he examines
the origins of a civilization's greatness and the misguided beliefs that threaten to
unravel its progress. Learn how the Bible transformed the social, political, and religious
institutions that have sustained Western culture for the past millennium, and discover
how secular corruption endangers the stability and longevity of Western civilization.
Endorsements: “This is an extremely significant piece of work with huge global
implications. Vishal brings a timely message.” (Ravi Zacharias, author, Walking from
East to West and Beyond Opinion) “In polite society, the mere mention of the Bible
often introduces a certain measure of anxiety. A serious discussion on the Bible can
bring outright contempt. Therefore, it is most refreshing to encounter this engaging and
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informed assessment of the Bible’s profound impact on the modern world. Where
Bloom laments the closing of the American mind, Mangalwadi brings a refreshing
optimism.” (Stanley Mattson, founder and president, C. S. Lewis Foundation) “Vishal
Mangalwadi recounts history in very broad strokes, always using his cross-cultural
perspectives for highlighting the many benefits of biblical principles in shaping
civilization.” (George Marsden, professor, University of Notre Dame; author,
Fundamentalism and American Culture)
Provides a workable notion of the kinds of skills and capacities that are central for those
who work in the arts.
In his long-awaited, vastly innovative new novel, Naipaul, "one of literature's great
travelers" (Los Angles Times), spans continents and centuries to create what is at once
an autobiography and a fictional archaeology of colonialism. "Dickensian… a brilliant
new prism through which to view (Naipaul's) life and work."—New York Times.
The moving, playful memoir of Hans Rosling, Swedish statistics mastermind,
researcher extraordinaire and author of the global bestseller, Factfulness, with Ola
Rosling and Anna Rosling Rönnlund This is a book that contains very few numbers.
Instead, it is about meeting people who have opened my eyes. It was facts that helped
him explain how the world works. But it was curiosity and commitment that made the
late Hans Rosling, author of the bestselling book Factfulness with Ola Rosling and
Anna Rosling Rönnlund, the most popular researcher of our time. How I Learned to
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Understand the World is Hans Rosling’s own story of how he became a revolutionary
thinker, and takes us from the swelter of an emergency clinic in Mozambique, to the
World Economic Forum at Davos. In collaboration with Swedish journalist Fanny
Härgestam, Hans Rosling wrote his memoir with the same joy of storytelling that made
a whole world listen when he spoke.
According to The New York Times, Noam Chomsky is “arguably the most important
intellectual alive.” But he isn’t easy to read . . . or at least he wasn’t until these books
came along. Made up of intensively edited speeches and interviews, they offer
something not found anywhere else: pure Chomsky, with every dazzling idea and
penetrating insight intact, delivered in clear, accessible, reader-friendly prose.
Published as four short books in the famous Real Story series—What Uncle Sam Really
Wants; The Prosperous Few and the Restless Many; Secrets, Lies and Democracy;
and The Common Good—they’ve collectively sold almost 600,000 copies. And they
continue to sell year after year after year because Chomsky’s ideas become, if
anything, more relevant as time goes by. For example, twenty years ago he pointed out
that “in 1970, about 90% of international capital was used for trade and long-term
investment—more or less productive things—and 10% for speculation. By 1990, those
figures had reversed.” As we know, speculation continued to increase exponentially.
We’re paying the price now for not heeding him them.
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